
AutoVentive

THE FUTURE
OF YARD

MANAGEMENT

AutoVentive YMS is a web and Android-based
application for automotive logistics. Designed by a
team with decades of automotive and logistics
industry experience, our YMS leverages leading
software and hardware technology to give you end-
to-end visibility and analytics on all assets,
shipments and workforce activities. 

The world of logistics is ever-changing, and
automotive companies and vendors need

to be at the forefront. But, outdated
methods, processes and software often

leave your yard management team
scrambling to patch snafus and cobble

together a backup plan.

SEE WHERE THE SHIPMENT IS IN SECONDS

FEATURES
User Management & Setup Configurations 
Hold Management & Status Management
Yard Mapping / Position Mapping
Rule Engine - Triggers, Actions, Rules,
Schedules 
Yard Visualizations
Surveys
Rail Spotting & Track Sheets
Rail Loading & Verification
IoT Telematics

BENEFITS
Employee onboarding - Quickly and efficiently onboard
employees in the field with one barcode scan. 

Improve safety - Monitor employee driving habits and
address safety concerns before they become an issue.

Verify inventory location - Use geofencing to locate and
verify inventory, including pre-stage loading lanes.

Real-time rail spotting - See occupied and available bays in
real-time without refreshing with the Interactive Yard Builder. 
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YMS ANALYSIS

Tailored to meet the
specific needs of your
automotive logistics

operation.

Offers real-time
visibility of all yard

assets and activities
from a single location.

Scales to meet the needs of
your business for a single

yard or multiple global
facilities. 

AutoVentive is an industry-leading Software as a Service (SaaS) applications developer
providing customized solutions to the automotive logistics industry. 

The company is part of Liberty Hill Equity Partners, LLC, a Cincinnati-based private equity
firm, and Apex Holdings, LLC, a privately held holding company that operates across a
breadth of industries and features an expanding portfolio of companies in the automotive
logistics and transportation sectors.

ABOUT US

AutoVentive YMS automates and optimizes critical processes within the automotive supply chain, starting
when a vehicle leaves the OEM production line until it reaches the dealer or final customer. Our proactive

approach to industry advancements and IT solutions means your business stays ahead of the competition. 


